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Death of the Senate is a clear-eyed look inside the Senate chamber in an
unprecedented, brutally honest account of the current political reality.
Music Education for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Resource for Teachers
provides foundational information about autism spectrum disorder and strategies for
engaging students with ASD in music-based activities such as singing, listening,
moving, and playing instruments. This practical resource supplies invaluable
frameworks for teachers who work with early-years students. The book first provides
readers with background information about ASD and how students with this condition
manage their behaviors in school environments. It then progresses to provide teachers
with information about planning music-based instruction for students on the spectrum.
In the book's midsection, readers learn how students with ASD perceive, remember,
and articulate pitch perception. Following chapters present a series of practical ideas
for engaging students with ASD though songs and singing and concentrate on skills in
music listening, most notably on activities that motivate students with ASD to interact
with others through joint attention. Challenges that individuals with ASD experience in
motor processing are examined, including difficulties with gait and coordination, motor
planning, object control, and imitation. This is followed by practical teaching
suggestions for engaging students with activities in which movement is mediated
through sound (e.g., drum beats) and music. Closing chapters introduce non-pitched
percussion instruments along with activities in which children engage in multisensory
experiences by playing instruments--musical activities described in preceding chapters
are combined with stories and drama to create musical narratives. Music Education for
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder is accompanied by a companion website that
supplies helpful supplemental materials including audio of songs notated in the book for
easy access.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). The appeal of popular music spans generations and
genres. In this collection of 27 hits, enjoy folk tunes like "Ashokan Farewell" and "Bridge
Over Troubled Water," movie themes from James Bond and Batman , Broadway
numbers from Evita and A Little Night Music , and chart-toppers performed by Michael
Jackson, Adele, Billy Joel, and more. Adult Piano Adventures Popular Book 2 provides
this variety, yet with accessible arrangements for the progressing pianist. Students may
advance through the book alongside method studies, or jump to all their favorites.
Optional chord symbols above the staff guide understanding and personal expression.
By special request from Jim Brickman fans, Alfred is proud to present this stunning
piano/vocal/chords arrangement of "Over the Rainbow," as performed by Brickman.
101 Trumpet TipsStuff All the Pros Know and UseHal Leonard Corporation
The lives and dreams of four vital, engaging, women revolve around mysterious events
at a Fort William military aircraft factory in 1941. Loyalty and betrayal, love and
worthiness, friendship and ambition are the themes which connect the characters in this
lively, quirky, fast-paced novel. Wrapped around the stories of these four women, is a
mystery. Something’s gone wrong with the Mosquitoes being built for the war effort they keep crashing in flight tests, for no apparent reason. Is the problem with their
design, or are they being sabotaged? By whom? The traitorous Red Finns? The
political subversives who have recently escaped from one of the nearby prison camps?
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Everyone’s on high alert and “The Factory Voice” keeps abreast of the details or at
least the rumours. Rich with forties language and imagery, especially the sights and
sounds of an assembly plant, The Factory Voice is a quirky, light-hearted mystery about
the daily lives of factory workers and in particular of women in a time of transition, both
for their personal lives and for the society in general.
In 1960, acclaimed American author John Steinbeck (Grapes of Wrath, Of Mice and
Men) embarked on a three-month road trip around the United States with his wife’s
gentleman poodle, Charley, in tow. Steinbeck’s aim was to rediscover the country he
had last roamed as a young man. Ultimately, the journey would be as much about selfdiscovery. The resulting book, Travels with Charley, was a bestseller and is now
counted among the classic American road novels. In 2003, writer Mike Lauterborn set
off by van to follow Steinbeck’s path, to both learn about the author and see how
America and Americans had changed in the intervening forty-plus years. Along the way,
he hoped to find some of the people and places Steinbeck had encountered while
taking in new sights and experiences. Travels with Charley aided Lauterborn during the
planning stages of his own trip and prepared him for hardships Steinbeck had also
faced, including vehicle troubles, adverse weather, solitude, and health woes. The
author’s words would inspire, console, and haunt the young writer. Ultimately, the trail
would lead Lauterborn to some of America’s most enduring landmarks, from broad
rivers, rugged coastlines, and azure-blue volcanic lakes to barren deserts, quaint small
towns, and sprawling cities. He met people from all walks of life and was struck by their
common resilience, work ethic, and patriotism. In the end, however, he was most
impressed by the formidable scope of the journey the ailing Steinbeck had undertaken.
This book is a tribute to the author’s tireless pursuit of the noble quest.
Modern Jazz Trumpet Legends By: Larry Kemp Modern Jazz Trumpet Legends is an
examination of the lives and contributions of jazz trumpeters born between 1925 and 1940.
Included are Miles Davis, Maynard Ferguson, Doc Severinsen, Chet Baker, and Clifford Brown
along with scores of other men and women who created jazz with a trumpet. This is an
essential guide for the student of jazz, those interested in history, and those who just like to
read entertaining true stories about the most colorful people. The Jazz Trumpet Legends three
volume series is the most comprehensive book on the subject. In the series, 867 trumpeters
are discussed. The second volume covers the trumpeters in the center of the history of jazz.
There are the sad stories of those who died too young (Clifford Brown at 25, Ray Wetzel at 27
from automobile accidents; Joe Gordon at 35 from a house fire; Booker Little at 23 from
uremia), balanced by the positive stories of those who accomplished much with their lives
(Miles Davis invented cool jazz and fusion; Maynard Ferguson took the trumpet to new heights;
Lionel Ferbos performed regularly for a couple of years after his hundredth birthday; Clora
Bryant and Betty O’Hara showed that women could get the job done on the trumpet). Modern
Jazz Trumpet Legends contains two appendices that apply to trumpeters in all three volumes:
a yearly calendar showing, for each day of the year, the trumpeters born on that date; and a
geographical listing of the states and countries showing, for each place, the trumpeters born
there. Early Jazz Trumpet Legends is the first of three volumes organized chronologically by
date of birth. The second volume, Modern Jazz Trumpet Legends covers those born between
1925 and 1940 and the third volume, Current Jazz Trumpet Legends, covers those born after
1940.
Titles are: Swingin' for the Fences * La Almeja Pequena * Hunting Wabbits * Whodunnit? *
Count Bubbas Revenge * Get in Line * Horn of Puente * The Jazz Police * High Maintenance *
Cut 'n Run.
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This collection records epiphanies, instances of poetry, moments of “extraordinary ordinary”
insights that have happened to me in the course of living my life as usual over the past year
—the events that occurred in it concentrated and highlighted even more by the Coronavirus
pandemic. These are moments when the mind and spirit abstracts from everyday objects,
situations and chains of events seminal and universal truths about our existence as sentient
creatures evolved to awareness over the process of thirteen billion years — moments when we
are dumbstruck with awe, or are startled into wonder, joy and compassion —moments when we
see our breathless possibilities and our daunting limitations. I invite you to share them with me.
Tells the stories of Los Angeles jazz performers, including Art Pepper, the Gerry Mulligan
Quartet, and Ornette Coleman
Double Helix is a new genetic literary hybrid. Using the structure of DNA (which has its own
language using paired molecules) as a model, Stephen Cain and Jay MillAr's new book
employs a sequence of speak and respond pieces to read and write their way through the
alphabet and discuss everything from literature to the weather. Living in different cities for a
year, the two authors kept their ongoing conversations about poetics, relationships, and culture
in the early 21st century alive by writing a collaborative project over email, based on a simple
alphabetic constraint. The result is Double Helix, a series of 52 micro-fictions, in which each
writer meditates on a word beginning with a set letter of the alphabet. Molecular strands of
concepts, arguments, and narratives twist about each other, yet also match, much like the
double helix of human DNA. The final text mixes two lives, two writing styles, and two
consciousnesses, that come to resemble a third mind- an act of literary meme-splicing.
The 101 original duets of "Celebrations" progress from simple whole notes to expert level
duets with a steady graduation of difficulty between the two. The unexpected twists and turns
make the book fun to work through, and the diverse styles (including baroque, classical, salsa,
jazz, guapango, and African 12-8) keep it interesting. While the music is highly entertaining
and enjoyable to play, this 165-page book is about more than just entertainment value. Each of
the 101 duets is composed around a particular skill. By the time a musician has mastered a
piece, he or she will also have acquired or honed a valuable skill. No other trumpet duet book
offers so much value for money: rich entertainment subtly embedded with invaluable lessons
and challenges designed to promote musical growth. If you are looking for a duet book that
integrates variety, originality, and challenges for every skill level, then "Celebrations" should be
your first choice. Whether you are a music teacher looking to add some excitement to your
lessons by including duets suitable for your students' skill level, or a professional wanting to
hone particular skills, or a beginner looking for a way to grow as a musician by integrating funto-play duets into your practice or jam sessions, "Celebrations" will meet your need at the level
required.
The Comic Book Bandit is a bright, healthy, mischievous child named Jay. Mentored by his
brilliant older brother, Ross, the bandit pulls off his first comic book heist at the age of four. As
events unfold, he gradually finds himself to be alone out in a world where the only significant
authority over his behavior turns out to be him and his fledgling and relatively ignorant
conscience. Being an unattended child may be scary, but it is also immensely exciting. There
is a rush that comes with boundless liberty. Not entirely free, but with stolen moments of
freedom to explore life on his own, out and about in the pulsating city of Chicago, where the
choices were breathtaking, our hero is captured by the undeniable realization, “I can do
whatever I want so long as I don’t get caught.” The stories take place after the Second World
War. Yes, the bandit faces the obstacles of grown-ups but cleverly discovers the slippery
power of the believable lie. He creates a secret life of his own and shares an acceptable
version with those he must account to: his mother, his father, his brother, his teachers, and his
friends. Getting away with stuff starts to become second nature, at least until and when he
creates a lie so big, with burden so weighty, its effects are at times overwhelming. The
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culmination of his struggles with the Great Bar Mitzvah Caper will have the reader riveted to
each and every page. How could he? How does he? Will he or won’t he? Those are the
questions. Come along for the ride. I promise you a child whose ingenious lies make him unlike
any child you may have encountered. And beyond all that, he is a great little kid. 1

On a sunny morning in 1927, George Lichter, barely six years old, donned his new
skates and rolled to the beach at Gravesend Bay where he witnessed a spectacle that
would determine the course of his life. As he watched an airplane take off from the
water and fly over the city, he decided he would one day become a pilot. George held
onto this dream throughout his childhood in Brooklyn, wild adventures as a trumpet
player in the Borscht belt and during his escapades at college in, of all places, the Deep
South. A week before his twentieth birthday in 1941, immediately following the bombing
of Pearl Harbor, George rode the subway to the nearest recruiting center and joined the
United States Air Force. By the end of WWII, having flown eighty-eight combat missions
over Nazi-occupied Europe, he had become a decorated fighter pilot. Two years later,
in 1947, retired from the Air Force, he learned that the new nation of Israel was about to
be attacked by its Arab neighbors. Though George felt the Jewish State had no chance
of survival against such insurmountable odds, he knew he had to help. He signed up as
a Machalnik (volunteer) and was assigned to an air base in Czechoslovakia where he
helped train Israel’s first fighter pilots. Within a year they owned the skies over their
new nation.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An unprecedented look into the personal and
creative life of the visionary auteur David Lynch, through his own words and those of
his closest colleagues, friends, and family “Insightful . . . an impressively industrious
and comprehensive account of Lynch’s career.”—The New York Times Book Review In
this unique hybrid of biography and memoir, David Lynch opens up for the first time
about a life lived in pursuit of his singular vision, and the many heartaches and
struggles he’s faced to bring his unorthodox projects to fruition. Lynch’s lyrical,
intimate, and unfiltered personal reflections riff off biographical sections written by close
collaborator Kristine McKenna and based on more than one hundred new interviews
with surprisingly candid ex-wives, family members, actors, agents, musicians, and
colleagues in various fields who all have their own takes on what happened. Room to
Dream is a landmark book that offers a onetime all-access pass into the life and mind of
one of our most enigmatic and utterly original living artists. With insights into . . .
Eraserhead The Elephant Man Dune Blue Velvet Wild at Heart Twin Peaks Twin
Peaks: Fire Walk with Me Lost Highway The Straight Story Mulholland Drive INLAND
EMPIRE Twin Peaks: The Return Praise for Room to Dream “A memorable portrait of
one of cinema’s great auteurs . . . provides a remarkable insight into [David] Lynch’s
intense commitment to the ‘art life.’ ”—The Guardian “This is the best book by and
about a movie director since Elia Kazan’s A Life (1988) and Michael Powell’s A Life in
Movies (1986). But Room to Dream is more enchanting or appealing than those
classics. . . . What makes this book endearing is its chatty, calm account of how genius
in America can be a matter-of-fact defiance of reality that won’t alarm your dog or save
mankind. It’s the only way to dream in so disturbed a country.”—San Francisco
Chronicle
You will not read this story of Dave and Nick anywhere else. Ann Treneman, the
sketchwriter for The Times, chronicles all the highlights (and even more of the lowlights)
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of their extraordinary relationship in a love story that not even Mills & Boon could
imagine. Two posh boys who found each other, a bromance to remember, full of love,
hate, fratricide, war, riots, bad hair and even worse speeches, not to mention that sexy
AV referendum. Through her perceptive sketches, Ann Treneman tells the story of how
they dated, flirted with others (including the brooding hulkish Gordon), but eventually
came together in a sun-kissed wedding in the Downing Street rose garden. She reveals
how Nick struggled to be the perfect political wife while starting a new sub-career as a
national hate figure, and chronicles Dave's long and bruising battle with arrogance. She
tells the shocking story of their arch rival, the man who killed his brother and got away
with it. The nightmare of the grandparents, the mad aunts and uncles, the ambitious
kids and the economy that simply would not do as it was told. This is the tale of two
men and a screaming baby of a coalition, trying to stay true to each other when
surrounded by political mayhem and madness. Laugh? Or cry (with laughter)? How
about both?
(Faber Piano Adventures ). Piano arrangements of some of the great symphonic and
operatic masterworks of Western music. Contents include: Aria (from the Peasant
Cantata) by J.S. Bach * La Donna e Mobile (from the opera Rigoletto ) by Verdi * Largo
(from the opera Die Fliedermaus ) by J. Strauss, Jr. * The Little Man in the Woods (from
the opera Hansel and Gretel ) by Humperdinck * March Militaire by Shubert * Overture
(from the opera William Tell ) by Rossini * Pizzicato Polka by J. Strauss, Jr. & J.
Strauss * Polvetzian Dance No. 17 (from the opera Prince Igor ) by Borodin * Roses
from the South by J. Strauss, Jr. * The Rage Over the Lost Penny by Beethoven *
Theme from "The Surprise" Symphony by Haydn * Theme from Trumpet Concerto in
Eb by Haydn * Trepak (from the ballet The Nutcracker ) by Tchaikovsky.
During real estate boom times, risks are overcome by ever improving market
conditions. When the boom ends, as so often happens, lenders can get stuck with half
finished projects and no ability to complete them. Lenders then sell the projects at a
loss or hire someone like Marcus Flint to “work out” their problems, which is easier
said than done. Flint is a recently diagnosed diabetic when he dies suddenly from a
supposed seizure at the grand opening of the Apogee development in La Jolla—one of
those “work out” projects. Bishop Bone is asked to write Flint’s memoir, but he soon
comes to believe Flint’s death was actually murder. This realization could get Bone
killed, as powerful people do not want the truth revealed. Details of Flint’s memoir have
the power to expose those involved in the Apogee development and, possibly, in Flint’s
death. To stay alive, Bone has to continue his investigation while ducking the project’s
developer, terminated employees, Flint’s brother-in-law, jilted husbands, and yes, even
Flint’s widow. Who knew real estate development was so dangerous?
The development of jazz and swing in the African-American community in Los Angeles
in the years before the second World War received a boost from the arrival of a
significant numbers of musicians from Chicago and the southwestern states. In
Swingin’ on Central: African-American Jazz in Los Angeles, a new study of that vibrant
jazz community, music historian and jazz journalist Peter Vacher traveled between Los
Angeles and London over several years in order to track down key figures and interview
them for this oral history of one of the most swinging jazz scenes in the United States.
Vacher recreates the energy and vibrancy of the Central Avenue scene through firsthand accounts from such West Coast notables as trumpeters Andy Blakeney , George
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Orendorff, and McLure “Red Mack” Morris; pianists Betty Hall Jones, Chester Lane,
and Gideon Honore, saxophonists Chuck Thomas, Jack McVea, and Caughey Roberts
Jr; drummers Jesse Sailes, Red Minor Robinson, and Nathaniel “Monk” McFay; and
others. Throughout, readers learn the story behind the formative years of these
musicians, most of whom have never been interviewed until now. While not exactly
headliners—nor heavily recorded—this community of jazz musicians was among the most
talented in pre-war America. Arriving in Los Angeles at a time when black Americans
faced restrictions on where they could live and work, jazz artists of color commonly
found themselves limited to the Central Avenue area. This scene, supplemented by
road travel, constituted their daily bread as players—with none of them making it to New
York. Through their own words, Vacher tells their story in Los Angeles, offering along
the way a close look at the role the black musicians union played in their lives while
also taking on jazz historiography’s comparative neglect of these West Coast players.
Music historians with a particular interest in pre-bop jazz in California will find much new
material here as Vacher paints a world of luxurious white nightclubs with black bands,
ghetto clubs and after-hours joints, a world within a world that resulted from the
migration of black musicians to the West Coast.
A wrenching account of one family's five-year battle with what proved to be terminal
liver disease, this story explores all aspects of the difficulty in raising a family under
such conditions. Written from the point of view of the primary caregiver, the story
reveals much about the possible challenges facing the 17,000 families now waiting for a
liver transplant in the USA. Many more face other debilitating diseases or the ravages
of age. Despite his scientific training to try to understand what is happening, the author
is crushed by the medical bureaucracy, and the wild ups and downs of the course of the
disease. Having adopted their children, the author struggles with his fundamental
values and his conflicting responsibilities to the children and to his ailing wife. This book
should help friends and family better understand what a stoic experience the caregiver
of one seriously ill may be going through. More importantly, it can show such a lonely
individual that what they are going through is not unique, and that they need not be
alone. As events proceed through hospice, funeral, and grief, the author looks back on
their time together and reflects on the nature of life and love.
(Easy Piano Personality). Easy arrangements of 34 of the finest from this beloved artist.
Includes: Annie's Song * Fly Away * Follow Me * For Baby (For Bobbie) * Grandma's Feather
Bed * Leaving on a Jet Plane * Matthew * Perhaps Love * Poems, Prayers and Promises *
Rocky Mountain High * Sunshine on My Shoulders * Take Me Home, Country Roads * Thank
God I'm a Country Boy * Whispering Jesse * and many more.
From voices tall as a tree to voices small as a bee each voice deserves to be heard and has
the potential to change the world.
(Trumpet Instruction). Ready to take your trumpet playing to the next level? This book presents
valuable how-to insight that trumpeters of all levels can benefit from, spanning classical to rock
music, and everything in between. The text, photos, music, diagrams, and 70 audio demo
tracks provide a terrfic, easy-to-use resource for a variety of topics, including: techniques,
articulation, tone production, soloing, exercises, special effects, equipment, performance,
maintenance and much more.
An invaluable guide for lovers of classical music designed to enhance their enjoyment of the
core orchestral repertoire from 1700 to 1950 Robert Philip, scholar, broadcaster, and musician,
has compiled an essential handbook for lovers of classical music, designed to enhance their
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listening experience to the full. Covering four hundred works by sixty-eight composers from
Corelli to Shostakovich, this engaging companion explores and unpacks the most frequently
performed works, including symphonies, concertos, overtures, suites, and ballet scores. It
offers intriguing details about each piece while avoiding technical terminology that might
frustrate the non-specialist reader. Philip identifies key features in each work, as well as
subtleties and surprises that await the attentive listener, and he includes enough background
and biographical information to illuminate the composer’s intentions. Organized alphabetically
from Bach to Webern, this compendium will be indispensable for classical music enthusiasts,
whether in the concert hall or enjoying recordings at home.
"There's more in the dirt than just dinos..." Young New York veterinary student Geoffery
McKenna travels west into a potentially fatal game of hide 'n' seek involving the recently
discovered fossil of what may indeed have been the legendary unicorn; a creature which
existed just before the dawn of man and whose horn is reputed to cure illness, banish poisons,
and seperate the wicked from the innocent. No one is safe from corruption in this twisting tale
where deception may lie in the alleged justice of a band of wronged Native Americans, or as
easily in the hands of a four year old child. Follow Geoff on the trail of thieves and would-be
murderers as his dreams are ripped out from under him while he digs for answers and the way
back home in a 35 million year old mystery... Trumpet Of The Unicorn
In August of 2007, I started writing a weekly column for my hometown newspaper, the
Northland Press. This book is a collection of those essays published over the years. They
depict everything from life itself to my roots; nature, pet stories, holidays of the year, fishing,
hunting, sports, eulogies, and memories of days gone by. I hope you enjoy reading them as
much as I enjoyed writing them. Mike Holst
A provocative and often hilarious look at teaching -- a beautifully written book that will resonate
with anyone who's been a teacher or been taught in America. Gerald Newman, acclaimed
author of The Rise of English Nationalism and holder of the Kent State University
Distinguished Teaching Award, surveys his youth, education, students, and career in a memoir
sparkling with humor and full of arresting portrayals of school life from both sides of the
instructor's desk. Sketching his background and confessing his youthful follies and pranks,
Newman arrives at his maverick schooldays, depicting a jolly parade of familiar types -teachers, principals, geeks and Greeks, zany profs and silver-tongued "grandees of the lecture
hall." Tracing his progress through the University of Washington, then Harvard, then his thirtyyear career at Kent State after the infamous May 4th shooting (1970), he addresses the
teacher's main mission to "Fix Stupid," amusingly revisiting battles with wayward students,
John Birchers, Henry Kissinger, and other Harvard profs and sundry academics,
administrators, and "woke" enthusiasts at Kent State. A historian, he shows his own shaping
by great outside forces -- World War II, the Cold War, Vietnam, American political controversy,
trendy intellectual fashions. He includes valuable teaching tips, laugh-out-loud accounts of
educational travels, and biting commentary on the current political scene. This is a big book,
containing much more than one man's life story, written in a light-hearted and entertaining spirit
by a very keen observer.

Over the Rainbow shows how Dorothy's passage from Kansas to Oz and back
again recapitulates paradigmatic stories of both America and Christianity.
Defining human identity on three symbolic levels (individual, collective, and
cosmic), Nathanson shows that The Wizard of Oz has come to be a "secular
myth."
Guide to the Tuba Repertoire is the most comprehensive investigation ever
undertaken into the literature and discography of any single musical instrument.
Under the direction of R. Winston Morris and Daniel Perantoni, this publication
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represents more than 40 years of research by dozens of leading professionals
throughout the world. The guide defines the current status of the tuba and
documents its growth since its inception in 1835. Contributors are Ron Davis,
Jeffrey Funderburk, David Graves, Skip Gray, Charles A. McAdams, R. Winston
Morris, Mark A. Nelson, Timothy J. Northcut, Daniel Perantoni, Philip Sinder,
Joseph Skillen, Kenyon Wilson, and Jerry A. Young.
Who Me is a story of a life framed and supported by a bevy of pets. From a
pigtailed child wishing for her first kitten to finding herself in the cockpit of a spy
plane, from a sheltered teen losing a father and then a president, from finding
love to losing it and finding it again Who Me travels a path similar and unique to
those of us who say, “Well, I’m just ordinary.” This story will push and pull you
through those experiences that shape us to be who we are. There is tragedy, joy,
truth, and love. And there are cats, dogs, and birds who partner with our heroine
to soften her falls and celebrate her successes, who are always on her side and
avid proponents of the sunlit day and one more romp through the grass.
Exquisite Weddings is a publication that understands a wedding should be as
unforgettably unique as the couple getting married. Our goal is to inspire brides,
and within the pages of our magazine, we bring together a powerful ensemble of
luxury experience, engaging the dreamer and the romantic.
Twenty-five more strange and fascinating true-life tales featuring the greatest city
in the world.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice
with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano
part, as well as in the vocal line.
The complete Diamond Tree, (episodes 1-3). In a world within a world, there
exists a small kingdom called Flairyland. A realm born out of a love for wideflaired jeans like the hippies used to wear. Flairies love those jeans. Years ago
the flairies adored everything about the hippies. They loved the flowered
headbands, cheesecloth smock-tops, tie-dye T-shirts and daisy chains.
Moreover, the very essence of hippy lifestyle was peace and harmony. That's
what the flairies wanted the most. A lengthy period of calm and peace endured,
until the king's reign came to its end. The younger generation was then due its
turn and the king's daughter selected as the next queen. No sooner is Chubina
crowned, than her land is thrown into danger. Her first task as ruler therefore,
must be to save Flairyland.
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